Part I 语音基础知识运用（60 分）

I. Choose the correct picture. (5×3=15')

（选择正确选项，涂在答题卡上，每题 3 分）

1. This is a place where you can have lunch.
   A. B. C.

2. This is a person who sends letters.
   A. B. C.

3. This is a thing that you can eat.
   A. B. C.

4. This is a place where you can buy meat.
   A. B. C.

5. This is a bird that can speak and fly.
   A. B. C.
II. Choose the correct picture. (5×3′=15′)

(根据问题，选择正确的图片，每题3分)

6. Which is red?  
A.  
B.  
C.  

7. – Where is the cat?  
   A.  
   B.  
   C.  
   – It’s under the table.

8. It’s raining.  
   What do you need?  
   A.  
   B.  
   C.  

9. What shape is a blackboard?  
   A.  
   B.  
   C.  

10. How much is six plus seven?  
    A.  
    B.  
    C.  

   13  14  15

III. Complete the dialogue. (5×3′=15′)

(选择最合适选项，完成对话，每题3分)

11. A. I’m Peter.  
    B. I’m from New York.  
    C. Nice to meet you.
12. A. It’s in the USA.  
    B. I’m from New York.  
    C. It’s glad to meet you.

13. A. No, it doesn’t.  
    B. No, it is.  
    C. No, it isn’t.

14. A. I’m here.  
    B. I come from China.  
    C. I live in Pudong.

15. A. We like park.  
    B. We go to the park by taxi.  
    C. We want to go to the park.
IV. Look at pictures and choose the right word. (5×3'=15')

（看图片，模仿短文，选择正确的单词填空，每题3分）
A: Look at picture 1. Is there any table in the room?
B: Yes, there is a table in the room.
A: Are there any books on the shelf?
B: Yes, there are some books on the shelf.
A: Do you like picture 1?
B: Yes, I do.
A: Look at picture 2. Is there __16__ desk in the room?
B: __17__, there is not __18__ in the room.
A: Are there any pictures on the wall?
B: Yes, there are __19__ on the wall.
A: Do you like picture 2?
B: No, I __20__ not.

16. A. some  B. any  C. two
17. A. Yes  B. OK  C. No
18. A. a desk  B. desk  C. desks
19. A. some picture  
       B. any pictures  
       C. some pictures
20. A. am  B. do  C. like

Part II 语言综合能力考查 (40 分)
V. Read the passage and choose the correct word. (5×4'=20')

（读短文，选择正确选项，涂在答题卡上，每题4分）
Sophie: My name is Sophie.
Robert: Nice to meet you. My name is Robert. Are you __21__?
Sophie: Yes, I’m. What __22__ are you?
Robert: I’m Italian. Are you a teacher?
Sophie: No. I’m not.
Robert: What’s your __23__?
Sophie: I’m a doctor.
Robert: Is this your dress?
Sophie: No. It’s not __24__ dress.
Robert: What ___25___ is your dress?
Sophie: It's blue.
Robert: What about this one?
Sophie: Yes, it is.
Robert: Here you are.
Sophie: Thank you.

21. A. French  B. France  C. Frenches
22. A. country  B. nationality  C. home
23. A. job  B. work  C. working
24. A. mine  B. my  C. me
25. A. size  B. shape  C. color

**VI. Choose the correct order.** (5×4′=20′)

（根据图片，选择正确的句子顺序，涂在答题卡上，每题 4 分）

26. have got  in your hand  you  a duck
① ② ③ ④
A. ③④①②  B. ③②④①  C. ③①④②

27. to catch  I tried  a mouse  last week
① ② ③ ④
A. ④②①③  B. ②③①④  C. ④②③①

28. wolf  quickly  big  the  ran away
① ② ③ ④ ⑤
A. ④①③②⑤  B. ①④③②⑤  C. ④③①⑤②

29. have  my  I  for  birthday  a big cake
① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥
A. ③②⑤④①⑥  B. ③①⑥④②⑤  C. ③①⑥②④⑤

30. asked  Jack’s mother  him  to  at the market  sell the cow
① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥
A. ②①⑧④⑥⑤  B. ③①②④⑥⑤  C. ②⑥⑤④①③
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